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How films are conceived,planned, and produced leaves a mark upon the films, directly and

structurally. The relations between film style and mode of production are, according to the authors,

reciprocal and mutually influencing. The authors trace such topics as style, economics, and

technology over time, demonstrating how significant changes occurrred in Hollywood from the

earliest days through the sixties.
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"A tour de force... destined to become itself a classic in film studies and a magnificent introduction to

the American cinema for a much wider audience... 'The Classical Hollywood Cinema' will surely

arouse discussion and debate--how could it not, since no one who studies film at whatever level can

henceforth ignore it." (American Film)"This brilliant achievement will not soon be surpassed. It will

be the foundation for all future research in the field..." (Choice)

How films are conceived,planned, and produced leaves a mark upon the films, directly and

structurally. The relations between film style and mode of production are, according to the authors,

reciprocal and mutually influencing. The authors trace such topics as style, economics, and

technology over time, demonstrating how significant changes occurrred in Hollywood from the

earliest days through the sixties.

If you love classic cinema you will enjoy this text. Great images and information on the origins of



cinema through the end of the Golden Age.

This is the quintessential history of Hollywood at its peak.

Got this book for a film class I was taking in college. It provided me with what I needed, at the best

price online.

I love old movies. They have some kind of magic that sadly I can't find in movies today. What this

book does is to study the classical years- The classical narrative and how the system, style and

people made together these classical movies. The starting point of this book is that almost all of the

movies from 1917 to 1960 have the same elements, the same style- the style that today we all

referring to when we think of hollywood- the way the story goes, the technical making (filming,

editing) that tries to stay unseen and more. The authors choose 100 films from these years,almost

all of them are not famous ones or films that made special impact, but films that were made out of

the system. Out of these films they show the reader how the hollywood style make us blind to the

technical elements and to the similarity of them- because although the norms changed all the time

by films that broke the old norms- they all have similar basis. This book is very interesting and I

recommend it to everyone who wants to learn more about classical hollywood from the films

themselves. The only complaint I have (and it's refering to the edition I read, which is from 1985)) is

that the pages are divided to columns and it makes the reading a little uneasy, but still worth the

reading.

Probably the only book of this sort; ambitious as it is informative, well written and wide in the scope

of research; a true classic in the field of cinema history...Obligatory reading for all who want to

understand, study or write about American cinema; BOTH classical and contemporary, the book is

also useful to other students of cinema...
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